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Gail Cafferata was heartbroken when the church she pastored voted to close its doors. It may
have been the right decision, but it led to a million questions in her mind about her call,
leadership, and future. She began to think that other pastors who close churches perhaps go
through this same experience. This led her to conduct a sociological study of over 130 pastors in
five historically established denominations (Episcopal, Lutheran, United Methodist,
Presbyterian, and United Church of Christ) who were called to serve churches that closed. This
book tells the results of that study, which consisted of many interviews, and the hard-won
lessons learned by these courageous pastors.
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beyond Survival, by Anna B. OlsonIntroductionClosing a church was my worst nightmare. I
fought it with all my being. We hoped we might survive as a congregation, yet our church died.
Through the process, we struggled with many forms of grief—anger, sadness, confusion.
Darkness hovered, like Good Friday or Holy Saturday. Afterward, I wondered how other pastors
and congregations who experienced the closing of a church felt and, particularly, how it affected
pastors who, like me, had accepted their call with starry-eyed hopes for renewal.1This book is
informed by my experience as an Episcopal priest and, prior to that, as a sociologist. My
theological perspective is Trinitarian with a focus on the ways God calls the church to make
God’s compassion and truth incarnate in the church and world. Here, I report the results of a
sociological study of over 130 pastors in five historically established denominations who were
called to serve churches that closed. I draw on their completion of written surveys and semi-
structured, in-depth interviews.2 I contacted clergy first by letter and found most of them eager
to share their stories, even though it meant revisiting what was surely a painful time. Many (42
percent of those invited) completed the written questionnaire, and of these, most participated in
semi-structured in-depth interviews. The rich stories that over eighty pastors shared were a great
gift, which is why I chose to quote them liberally in the pages that follow. To maintain
confidentiality, I have changed some identifying details, and I tell no one story completely, but
much of what I share here is in the pastors’ own words.3This book evolved with prayer and
guidance from the pastors who dared to answer my invitation, “Tell me the story of how your
church closed.” Some of what I learned might seem surprising. One pastor told me he would do
it again “in a heartbeat,” and another spoke about how his faith had grown as a result of the
experience:I would close another church in a heartbeat if that’s what I felt God was calling them
to do. I once met an elderly pastor, long retired, and asked him, “So how was your ministry?” He
replied, “Well, if you count closing five churches as a good thing, I had a good run.” I think God
does at times move on to other things.I can bring with it the assurance that we serve a God
who’s a God of the living and use that imagery from Scripture to remind congregants that it is all
about resurrection. We are an Easter people, and so death is part of life. And it is not the end of
life. And we go on.All the pastors I interviewed were changed by the pilgrimage journey to and
through closure.4 Many moved smoothly into new churches. Some have scars. A few were grief-
stricken longer than they had hoped to be. Others retired or left congregational ministry for
another vocation. Yet nearly all shared wondrous stories of God’s compassion and presence in
the midst of grief, and of hope and joy in new lives and ministries at journey’s end. Many have
not only survived but thrived.As practical theology, this study explores pastoral leadership,
suffering, and healing.5 It is organized around the theme of God’s love for the church, and that of
the sacred, yet flawed, human relationships between pastors, congregations, and judicatories. It
explores how pastors accessed faith and leadership skills to lead their congregations. It also
describes how the journey affected pastors’ lives and identities while they served and after the
church doors closed. It concludes with the reflections and recommendations of these pastors,
whose voices of wisdom and hope cry out to be heard.Although the literature on pastoral



leadership is rich with metaphors like “servant leader,” “potter,” “pastoral director,” “shepherd,”
“spiritual interpreter,” “artist,” “gardener,” “administrator,” and more, one practical theologian
explicates a biblical model of leadership from Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians: it is called
kybernesis (1 Cor. 12:28), the Greek root evoking the use of a tiller to steer a ship.6 Although
leadership in a church requires the collective effort of all of God’s people, the pastor is called by
God to hold the tiller of the ship.Holding the tiller involves engaging in actions that embody the
Christian values of justice, righteousness, and reconciliation. In closing a church, pastoral
leadership becomes centered in resurrection faith, awareness of the pastor’s own pilgrim
journey with the congregation, and an understanding that a church is not a building but a sacred
community of God’s people journeying together. Minding the tiller means bearing hope when the
journey seems hopeless.Indeed, sailing as a metaphor for a church moving toward the mission
of closure is a useful hermeneutic, or interpretive tool. The gifts of all the baptized are needed to
keep the ship working and safe on its journey. When the congregation confronts strong winds or
crosscurrents, the company of the faithful moves their ship ahead by loving God and one
another. They gather in prayer and community to discern God’s call, what route to take, and how
to organize themselves and care for one another. On this journey in response to God’s call, the
denomination and its midlevel administrative representative, the judicatory, are in the
background, like the coast guard, to clarify values, norms, and roles and to intervene when a
church calls out in distress.7For some sailboat enthusiasts—like me—racing adds another
exciting dimension to the sport. Racing a sailboat is all about discernment. Choices begin at the
start line and don’t end until you cross the finish. Although some decisions leave you behind the
pack for the duration, others are life-giving, moving you steadily ahead of the field. It’s often a
gamble. When a group of us raced recently on San Francisco Bay, the choice was whether to
sail to port, far into the fierce, steady wind blowing through the Golden Gate, or to starboard, into
an unpredictable wind closer to the mark, and about half the distance of the other option. As the
fog rolled in, we thought maybe we’d pick up a header or two to lift our sails on the short course.
The crew was divided. I argued for the shorter course. It cost us the race. I should have known
better. It’s always about the wind. That’s all that matters.As in a sailboat, the wind of the Holy
Spirit lifts the sails of a congregation and propels it forward. Wind fills our faces with hope and
expectations for a good future. When the wind shifts, a good skipper follows it. The best way isn’t
always the shortest. There is no easy way. It’s all about discernment—choices—throughout the
life of a congregation. Sometimes they are the most difficult choices we could ever make. To ask,
“What is God calling us to do?” or “What kind of people is God calling us to be?” is to make a
brave choice. It is to let go of preconceived assumptions about our destination and to invite God
into the conversation.What does it mean for a congregation and their pastor to follow the wind? It
means to be and become a sacred community intentionally seeking God’s guidance, God’s call.
What made closing our church so difficult was that I wouldn’t let go—we wouldn’t let go—of our
vision to relocate to another church building. Like many mainline churches, we took the short
course with unpredictable winds, hoping against hope there would be a header to save us.When



we took the shorter course in that San Francisco race, we didn’t have enough wind to overcome
the swift tidal flood entering the bay. Sailboats that had chosen to reach into fierce winds could
do so. With 25-knot winds in their sails, they overcame the longer distance to beat us to the
mark. Likewise, the church and I mistook the course of relocating to another building for being
faithful to God. We missed the mark. God’s “mark” isn’t the survival of a congregation. It’s being
and becoming more and more the people God is creating us to be, even if that means leaving
the ship that carried us with peace, joy, and hope for so long and so far.By the grace of God,
Christian faith yields a harvest of healthy grieving: the recognition that loss, while painful, is also
transitory; that God is present in the darkness; that resurrection is happening and will continue to
happen; and that we are blessed with a community of sojourners to share our burdens. It means
that no pastor has to go through this alone. If it is a slow, slow death, it may seem that grief will
never end. Yet faithful pastors who served their congregations to the end have experienced
grace and hope and light splitting through their darkness. This book tells their stories in hopes of
offering insight to others who may face similar sailing conditions someday and need
encouragement as they mind the tiller.PART IThe Pastor, the Sacred Community, and the
Judicatory1The PastorMinding the TillerFrom my journal, four years before our church
closed:Precious Lord, I am incomplete without you. I am like my boat without a wind direction
indicator. The wind was there, but I didn’t perceive it. Where is the wind to carry Holy Family
Church forward? I feel that I’m not perceiving it. I have to look around and see and feel where the
wind is coming from. Help! I feel like our boat is stalled. I feel stupid. Help us, Lord. Amen.As a
pastor, you’re at the start line of a race on a glorious sunny day. You hear the sound of the
mainsail flapping and fluttering overhead, but the boat doesn’t leap forward. The wind blows
from bow to stern, and your hat would fly off if it weren’t tied under your chin. Yet you remain still:
the boat doesn’t move; it may even drift backward. The first leg of a sailboat race is straight into
the wind, but a sailboat can’t fight that force—if you try, the wind whips past the sail on both
sides, teasing you but not filling the sail with the power that would lift your boat like wings and
launch you on the journey. You are stuck “in irons,” to use a term from the days of square rigging
when leg irons secured prisoners to the deck.The day I wrote the journal entry above, I felt like
our church was in irons. The wind of the Holy Spirit was blowing, but somehow we couldn’t catch
it. Even so, much was going well. Our leadership team’s annual mutual ministry review affirmed
our congregation’s increasing engagement with the community: a growing food bank we had
cofounded, a consortium of community gardens we had newly joined, and a winter overnight
shelter program for families. We shared our majority Anglo congregation’s worship space with
Latino and Anti-ochian Orthodox congregations and multiple 12-step groups. And our
community garden, “The Neighborhood Farm,” would be a reality in the spring.However, during
that summer, our leadership team had weathered a painful interpersonal conflict ending in
several people leaving the church. Our expenses had exceeded our income, which would soon
diminish further when one of our sister congregations moved away; in the new year, subsidized
congregations like ours would be fully responsible for the payment of clergy health insurance.



We were vital in mission but weakening in our capacity to sustain our ministry.I had faith that
God would lead us forward—if only we found the wind to empower us. If it weren’t money, which
we always hoped for, it would be the movement of the Holy Spirit in our hearts that would open
us to a new life. I longed for the fulfillment of the Celtic hope “May the wind be always at your
back,” yet the church doesn’t often sail with that blessing. More often, we must search for the
wind in trees upon the shore or feel it on our cheeks as it dances around us. Once we recognize
it, we must harness that wind and move the tiller to embrace its freshening power, the surge of
new life in Christ. We have to pray, study, worship, and open our hearts and minds to the new
thing God calls us to do and to be, even if that means ending ministries and dissolving the
church.Nonetheless, I couldn’t imagine abandoning our pilgrimage and closing the church. No
one could. Just one year before our church went onto the real estate market, our senior lay
leader wrote, “If you looked at last year’s annual report like I did, you would have seen the
amazing rebirth [that] happened at Holy Family.” The lay leader responsible for property wrote,
“This has been a very productive year for Holy Family Church.” He noted the painting of the
church, a new sound system, and landscape improvements including a new church sign. Hope
for the future of our congregation dwelled deep in my heart as well. I had faith in the unseen
spiritual gift that steadies the ship of the church and transforms the power of the wind into
forward movement.However, something I said a year earlier at the annual meeting presaged our
church’s failing roof: “Yes, the skylight still leaks, but what is that in the midst of such blessings!”
Just two years later, the dissolution of the church felt precipitous and devastating, like St. Paul’s
ship crashing on the rocks. Leading a church in the best of circumstances, let alone in crisis,
requires a strong and sturdy faith, imagined here as the ship’s rudder. When the Holy Spirit
blows into the sails, the rudder transforms its energy into forward motion. The tiller controls the
movement of the rudder, especially when the winds are not at our back but flowing across the
ship and threatening to push the church sideways. With the guidance of the rudder, the power of
the Holy Spirit pulls and lifts the church forward on its journey—even a journey to
closure.Reflecting on surveys and interviews with pastors in five historically established
Protestant denominations who have had the experience of closing their churches, this chapter
describes the faith of the pastor, the ship’s skipper, as the church journeys toward closure. I
sought to understand the aspects of faith that strengthen pastors’ rudders so they will hold their
congregation’s course steady on its passage in the presence of unexpected storms, hidden
currents, or tidal waves. These pastors differ from one another in many ways—age, gender,
years of experience, vocational and avocational backgrounds, urban/rural living, census region,
and especially denomination. Unfortunately, people of color were less likely to respond to the
survey than whites.In the narratives of over eighty pastors who were interviewed, I identified
three essential commitments to God’s hidden spiritual reality. What strengthens pastors for
ministry wherever they serve is, first, their call to preach the gospel of hope in the resurrection;
second, God’s call to each congregation and pastor to journey with God into a new future; and
third, the belief that the church is the people of God serving the world in Christ’s name. I found



that pastors called to serve a fragile church employed these three elements of faith to help guide
their sacred community safely through grief and the letting-go process that allows church
members to begin their journey to a new future. One pastor said, “The good news of Christ is not
going to be an easy thing to bring. Belief can be upsetting, but without it, nothing really
matters.”First, pastors receive the call from God to proclaim the good news of Jesus Christ, with
the sacrament (or rite) of ordination setting them apart for a ministry of leadership. When
ordained clergy and members of a church hover in prayer over someone in a service of
ordination, the Holy Spirit transforms that baptized person into a servant committed to and gifted
for serving God’s people as their pastor, spiritual leader, and teacher.Characteristics of the
Clergy Sample (N = 132)DemographicDistribution* (%)GenderMale60Female40Age (M = 59
years)< 45 years1245–64 years6265+ years26DenominationLutheran (ELCA)14Presbyterian
(PC(USA))13Episcopal (TEC)30United Church of Christ (UCC)12Methodist (UMC)30Race/
ethnicityWhite91Nonwhite9Ordained experience (M = 14 years)0 to 5 years306 to 10
years1811+ years52Multipoint charge (yes)44Bivocational (yes)31Years serving congregation
(M = 6 years)1 to 3 years414 to 6 years227+ years37Location of church (2010 census
categories)Rural area28Small town or city (pop. 2,500 to 50,000)30Urbanized area (pop. 50,000
or more)42*Some totals may not reach 100% because of rounding error.God’s call is often
mysterious, unexpected, and gripping, blessing pastors with charisms such as spiritual wisdom,
faith in the resurrection and hope for new life, and the gift of faithfulness or perseverance. One
pastor, a guest preacher in a congregation, observed about his first service with them, “As I was
distributing Communion to people, I just felt this really tremendous sense of being drawn
towards the people and felt like ‘Oh my God, I feel called to serve this church.’” He applied that
day and was chosen. “I was the only candidate that they didn’t know. The congregation knew the
other two candidates, yet something in them wanted to choose the unknown. The Spirit was
always pres-ent in them and in me.” Another pastor noted his surprise: “When I interviewed, it felt
like it was a calling.” A different pastor noted how difficult it was to find a position when one is
older than fifty, but was determined that “where God wanted me, I was going to go.”A call to lead
blesses a pastor’s faith and natural gifts and recognizes that “God doesn’t call the equipped;
God equips the called,” as one pastor put it. One’s gifts may include spiritual wisdom such as
“seeing other people’s gifts, enabling them to do ministry in ways that are good for the kingdom
of God.”God bestows spiritual gifts on called pastors inexplicably, as needed. For example, one
minister had tried multiple strategies to renew the church. When she thought the end was near,
the church resisted and wanted to keep on working. She went home from a leadership team
meeting in tears. “The whole weight of trying to save this church for three years just poured out
of me,” she said. She then had a dream that she was preaching:My co-pastor in the dream, a
black man, tapped me on the shoulder and said, “You need to go sit down.” He was right, so I
went to the front of the church and knelt down. He came over, put his hands on me, and prayed
over me. I started to cry. He said, “When this pastor kneels, cries, and prays, the Holy Spirit will
come to this church.” And I turned around, and in my sanctuary, there were a diversity of people:



black, white, brown, young, old, [from] all over the world, and the Holy Spirit was there. And I
woke up from this dream and thought, “OK, I’ve been visited. What is this?” I told the
congregation this dream, and they thought I was crazy. [But three months later] I got a knock on
the door of the church. An African pastor from down the road needed a place for his refugee
church. He was Kenyan. The church had been Sudanese. They didn’t speak the same language,
so they started meetings in English. Buffalo is one of the places where refugees are resettled;
this particular set of apartment buildings is like the United Nations. He was passing out flyers
saying, “Come learn about Jesus. Come learn English. We’re starting this refugee church of
people from all over the world.”The refugee church came to the historic congregation for a while
before moving on; the older, dying congregation eventually dissolved. The pastor’s spiritual
discernment and faithfulness blessed her congregation as they offered hospitality to another
congregation and then closed with dignity.Besides prophetic visions such as this, God blesses
called pastors with other spiritual assets. As the above story reveals, a call to a church on the
precipice of a transformation or death can be difficult and frightening. It may mean a pastor’s
exhaustion from powerful emotions of loss, being seen by colleagues or by oneself as a failure,
or anticipating a hard time finding another position. Nonetheless, by the grace of God, pastors
called to this challenging ministry may find their rudders full of hope in resurrection. This allows
pastors to let go of what cannot be changed, to believe that their call commands faithfulness,
and to trust their congregation’s own call and spiritual gifts.For one pastor, a call to serve a
fragile church meant having faith that “God was my strong rock, in a Psalms kind of way.” He
continued: “I realized that this is not my fight. It’s not my decision. It’s like any other death in a
way. We can die with hope, or we can die in bitterness, but we all have to die.” For him, every
liturgy islike a resurrection occurrence of the Lord. This is where hope is. Hope can be found
here. If the organization falls apart, the hope doesn’t go away. The hope is still there because the
true God who loves us remains. God was my hope and my present foundation while going
through the emotional upheaval. God helped me sort out what is my stuff as a human being,
what is my stuff as a priest—as opposed to what is my call and what God is calling me to do. It
helped me, that faith, that certainty, as in the resurrection itself. Good Friday looks like a disaster,
and Holy Saturday is not much better, but who knew what God had in store?A pastor’s call to
serve a weakened church may be blessed with the freedom to let go of what he or she cannot
change. For example, church founders may have made overwhelming sacrifices in building new
congregations, yet God asks even their called pastors to let their churches die.“When do you
know when to quit?” one pastor pondered. Yet he had “God moments” that helped him with his
decision. After an out-of-town funeral, the judicatory executive and a retired pastor who was
“kind of like the godfather of our judicatory” invited the young pastor out to lunch. Having had
experience with church starts, the retiree “just talked about the time when he wanted to go, and
then he decided it was time. It just gave me permission in my own mind. It’s hard to do that.” The
pastor valued having “my judicatory executive there. It was kind of another God moment, a great
liberating thing that helped me to say, ‘OK, I can let go of this.’”God often blesses pastors



serving in struggling congregations with the certitude of resurrection with its blessings of
resilience and perseverance. Despite the red ink in our church budget, I believed God had called
me to be faithful in my ministry—to keep preaching, teaching, working with the community, and
caring for those in need. I would not let fear or despair chase me away. A British study of clergy
speaks of “sacrificial” faithfulness.1 In this study, one pastor who had decided not to leave his
congregation until the death said, “I’m not here for my own success.” Another said, “I would say
you just do what you’re called to do and work faithfully and work hard, and so when you walk
away, you can hold your head up and say ‘I did my best; I did what God called me to do.’”Faithful
is a word used often by pastors who close their churches. “If I’m going to get nailed to that cross,”
said one, “I’m going to get nailed to the cross because I figured someone else has been down
this path; this is nothing compared to what he did. I had to be faithful to Christ [even when it was
clear that the church would not be faithful]. The ministry and the leadership I was trying to
provide them could not happen.”To commit to perseverance in a call to ministry means for one
pastor “I’m doing what God wants me to be doing. This isn’t an occupation. This is a call. If I
didn’t have a strong sense of call, then a lot of things would be a lot more difficult—like, why am I
not getting as rich as fraternity brothers that were goof-offs and, you know, now are retired and
living in Hawaii [laughing]?” The pastor continued: “I’m called to ministry. This is where I should
be, I’m doing what I’m supposed to be doing, and I’ve got all kinds of satisfactions they’ll never
know . . . like the discipline of understanding that this is where God wants me.” Another pastor
concluded, “I also recognize that my call was very real. And I hear God when I’m thinking in that
direction. God just says, ‘No.’”In the midst of the “little deaths” that accompany closing a church,
God blesses the called with affirmation of their identity. For one pastor, her first appointment in a
church “was a big affirmation.” For another pastor, his first church appointment “meant finally
doing what God called me to do.” A pastor battling cancer felt strengthened by God to continue
to serve despite illness: “He was with me all the way. I never questioned his love for me or his
concern.” Her cancer journey went from Ash Wednesday through her last surgery on Good
Friday: “That was my Lenten journey; that was my wandering in the wilderness and being on holy
ground with God. My strength and my faith didn’t question it at that point.” God blessed her with
grace to heal and a loving congregation, which confirmed her continuing call to serve.Even
when the church dies, a pastor’s call persists: “Our call to ministry is bigger than the
congregation that we serve. Likewise, the congregation that we serve is bigger than us. At times,
I have to remind myself of this.” That thought helps pastors sustain hope for the church and for
themselves: “I remind myself that the ministry will continue after I leave, as it did for ninety years
before I got here. My ministry will continue too, regarding what God has called me to do, my
divine call beyond the congregational call.”Besides this commitment to discerning and living out
their own call to ministry, a second spiritual commitment that empowers pastors in closing
churches is that God calls congregations and their pastors to share a journey or pilgrimage with
Jesus Christ. “I am about the complete engagement and renewal of the people in the church so
they can sense what God has called them to continue to do in the life of the church,” said one



pastor. In a parish that was discerning what to do, another pastor recalled, “I just try to embody
that gospel of hopefulness and promise, and that we’re called to be faithful, not necessarily
successful. They claimed that, and they were OK with that. And sometimes that means you have
to allow some things to die—yourself and [the church]. That’s the gospel.” While teaching, the
pastor would “recall Scripture stories of Jesus, of Moses, Jacob, Esther, Deborah—all the
heartache and the battles and how they kept on going because they knew that this was God’s
call to do that.” She encouraged her dying church to “stand strong and take whatever comes at
you and make sure you get somewhere where you can really get angry and get healing.”A pastor
may inspire a congregation to sacrificial faithfulness as well: “Keeping our eye on the right thing.
It’s not money. It’s not that. It’s about how do you conduct ministry as you’re dying or when you
die.” This pastor noted, “I think that it’s important to tell anybody not to give up, because it’s easy
at this point just to say, ‘I’m done.’ I think I never said, ‘I’m done.’ Even the day after I turned the
key in.” He added, “Ministry doesn’t stop.” God’s call to witness to a gospel of resurrection hope
is a reason pastors can bear the burden of grief, engage their congregations on a pilgrimage to
discern a future, and eventually sacrifice their building and their life together for a higher
purpose.One grace of a call is to trust that God will be present in the chaos of the journey no
matter where it ends. Let me explain with a personal story: Before I was a pastor, I was a
professor of sociology. The university where I worked had offered my husband an appointment
too, but it never materialized. What’s more, it was unclear whether I would be granted tenure. My
anxiety grew. With our finances, the capacity to remain in our home, and an academic career
now all uncertain, I sought the guidance of my priest. He invited me to join a women’s retreat
focused on the spiritual journey that was scheduled to take place at a nearby Trappist
monastery. Until then, my faith in God was in my head but not my heart. Through prayers with the
monks, Bible study, and being in community with women like myself, I suddenly grasped God’s
presence with me, as with “the birds of the air; they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns,
and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they?” (Matt.
6:26).Now spiritually well fed, I came away from the retreat with hope that God would be with my
husband and me even if I did not receive tenure. My priest had understood my need to trust God
no matter where I was called. When I didn’t get tenure soon after, I believed God would provide
for us, and God did. Just as my last year at the university ended, I was called to serve as a
sociologist at the National Center for Health Services in Washington, D.C. My husband joined an
industry where he is still employed. Our family grew as I enjoyed my new colleagues and our
work to understand American health care. And it was there I first felt called to the priesthood—
though the bishop gently told me, “Not yet.” I did become a priest sixteen years later, but even
now, I must keep learning this lesson: trust God no matter what.So it is with diminishing
churches. Pastors called to this challenging ministry know it will be a journey on which, as with
the birds of the air, God is always present. Yet many anxious and grieving people in a declining
congregation can’t imagine leaving their church home, or that God has a need for them
elsewhere, or that by God’s grace, a new faith community will welcome and love them. So with a



pastor’s call to serve as a leader comes this other needed gift—to teach or remind
congregations that God is with them wherever they go.One pastor observed, “The clergy really
operate out of a theology of journey. Abraham journeyed from one place to another. The laity
operate more out of a theology of place.” The pastor continued, “That’s why the promised land
for the Israelites was so important. [People] attach themselves to these things a lot more. The
people that you’re ministering to are not focused on this journey; they’re focused on place. They
go through a much deeper sorrow when the church closes.”A theology of place comes from
experiencing the transcendent God within a church building.2 In one congregation, named St.
Andrew’s, when a youth in the church died tragically, “the first place that members needed to go
was St. Andrew’s,” reported the former pastor. “When they got that call, and they got that news,
where they went was the church.” In the building, people experience God holding them and their
pain in love. Although “the church is the people, that sacred space is where the Word is
proclaimed, where the sacraments are administered, where a word of hope has been preached.
In our difficult times, there’s something about being in that space [where] we can still find
hope.”One pastor invoked Isaiah to call his congregation to trust God on their journey into a new
future: “Isaiah is trying to help the people understand that God isn’t just the God of Palestine.
God can also work with them while they’re in exile, there in Babylon as well, so God doesn’t have
boundaries.” Jesus was not “a settled person,” said another. “His ministry was not a settled
ministry. It didn’t exist within four walls, set on a place. [His] ministry was in motion. We’re not
called as Christians to settle in. We’re called on a journey. Our journey included one another for a
while. Now it includes other people in other ways.”Pastors called to the tiller continually
encourage church members to participate in their church’s spiritual journey. One diminishing
congregation in a cathedral-sized building on the brink of death “still [had] this image of a 1,600-
member congregation in their heads” when their pastor led them on a pilgrimage through weekly
Bible study on seasonal readings. “Easter, Lent, and the resurrection story were critical,” the
pastor said. The pastor then asked the congregation to reflect on “what resurrection means and
what it means to us, what it means to me and our baptism.” When they realized that the new
congregation assuming their building would be African American, the pastor recalled, “We had a
manger with a black baby Jesus. It was a Christmas. It was a birthing of a new congregation
within that building. The gospel was critical throughout.”A third spiritual commitment or gift that
pastors may draw out from their rudder is what it means to be church in the world. A pastor and a
congregation are called by God to journey together for a reason—to serve the world in Christ’s
name. For example, God called members of my church and me to join a group of clergy and
community organizers intent on identifying the specific needs of our city. Out of that collaboration
grew NOAH (Neighbors Organized against Hunger) Food Pantry, which our congregation served
faithfully for over six years. For eight to twelve weeks a year, they attended to the needs of over
two hundred families and worked with its board of directors to plan a sustainable future. As they
embraced and celebrated this servant ministry, I joined them in being church.Among those
called to proclaim what it means to be a church was a pastor who reflected, “When I would



preach and then do the benediction, I would encourage [the congregation] to let the light of
Christ shine through them into the world and into the community.” He added, “I really want to be
the pastor of a church that listens to their call in the ministry, and I want to help them do that.”
Another said, “I’m always on the lookout; I’m always looking for God at work in people’s lives and
how we could use that in building the kingdom.” By grace and faith, a congregation coming
together to build the kingdom, with or without a building, is blessed with a resurrection hope
even as they face the challenges of closure.A pastor’s gift for teaching that the church is the
people of God on Christ’s mission is salient within a congregation’s process of discernment for
its future. For example, one town had three churches of the same denomination within a three-
mile radius. The dwindling congregations agreed to hold only one service each Sunday, rotating
among the three. The people liked the increased attendance at any given worship service, as
well as the greater sense of fellowship. Yet after three months, recalled the pastor, “what broke
down in negotiations is, everybody wanted it to be their church that would house this new reality,
and nobody was willing to give up their building.” The pastor concluded, “They loved the building
more than the idea of being a productive, mission-minded church. The building was almost like
an idol. People were literally worshiping their building.”When another church decided to close,
the pastor said to those who opposed the decision, “You see the church in this building. You
have grown up coming to this place to find God. I have been to lots of churches. For me, church
is the gathered body of people.” The pastor named a difficult truth: “Unless we come to the point
where we agree on the definition of what church is, we won’t agree on the right answer for the
church.” The church, the pastor knows from his call from God, is the body of Christ.Some
ministers called to a diminishing congregation may perceive in its spiritual community an inward-
looking “family gathering” without commitment to serve the world in Christ’s name. For example,
one pastor determined he was serving what he called a “family chapel”: “It wasn’t a
congregation. It wasn’t a group of people striving to meet the purpose and mission of what Christ
calls us to do as a church. If it’s not a church, then really there’s no purpose in calling it a church.”
He added, “That sounds more negative than I mean it.” It wasn’t their fault, but the rural
community was simply disappearing, and no one lived near the church anymore. During the
week, there was no local connection, no local outreach. The pastor felt called to help them see
what they had become.One pastor, seeing the church as the hands and feet of Christ in the
world, taught what it meant to love your neighbor as yourself. When his parishioners participated
in a community food pantry, he encouraged them to “engage the people, sit down and talk to
them. Find out their story.” He also encouraged them to “find a child who can serve as an
interpreter to help you to understand the Hispanic person who’s immigrated here.” But that did
not happen. “They would not step out of their comfort zone and do that. They would hand [out]
the food [and say,] ‘Thank you for coming,’ but the relationship piece was not there.” He tried to
teach what it means to be a “church,” but “they wouldn’t do it.”Having a gospel understanding of
church is a pastor’s spiritual gift, but when pastors take a mirror and invite their congregations to
look at their ministry through this lens, the congregation may feel defensive, as if being judged.



When one pastor remarked that “the church has a different purpose and mission” than the
Rotary Club, she had to explain herself: “[I had to] assure them I wasn’t trying to change them,
and I wasn’t trying to change anything. I was just trying to reflect and be what we’re called to be.”
Another lamented that teaching the gospel meaning of church may be “difficult to do because of
your judging what they have. [It’s like saying,] ‘Your church isn’t enough.’ But it wasn’t,” she said.
“If you’re reading Jesus in the New Testament, it really doesn’t look a lot like us sitting around
loving each other inside a building. It looks a lot more like us getting out into the streets and
bringing transformation to what we find there. If we’re not doing that, what are we doing? I think
that’s part of the gospel too, just that challenge of, ‘Does our church look anything like the New
Testament?’”By the grace of God, I finally found these words to preach before our church
closed:The church is not a building, but God’s people gathered with a common purpose of
reconciling humanity to God and us to one another. “Love the Lord your God with all your heart,
and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength. Love your neighbor as
yourself” (Mark 12:30–31). This is how Jesus put it. Those are his commandments, and they are
[for us] too.CHAPTER SUMMARYThis chapter has illustrated how pastors describe three
spiritual gifts with which God blessed them: (1) a commitment to their call to pastoral leadership,
with charisms of spiritual wisdom—resurrection hope and faithfulness; (2) a commitment to
recognize God’s call of the baptized to their own spiritual journey or pilgrimage; and (3) a
commitment to be the church as the people of God on a mission in Christ’s name. These three
commitments provide a sturdy rudder to guide the spiritual lives of pastors and the lives of those
they serve.God grants pastors these charisms because church communities who face possible
closure may be fraught. Unexpectedly, powerful tides or currents such as economic recessions,
community transitions and attrition, disagreements, or alterations in leadership within the church
may unbalance a congregation and challenge a pastor’s ability to stay the course. Although not
always visible, a pastor’s rudder of faith can keep the boat firmly on course and responsive to the
wind of the Holy Spirit. The church or the sacred community is the pastor’s partner in this
mission. Together they journey with faith in God to weather the storm even when the trip is
perilous. To that community, we now turn.2The Sacred CommunitySailing in the GrooveEvery
sailor yearns to achieve “sailing in the groove”—when the wind pulls the boat forward
effortlessly, the weight of the crew and the centerboard perfectly balancing the gust sweeping
steadily over the sails. Sailing in the groove is hard to achieve on a bay where nearby hills and
buildings can cause the wind to swirl. Airstreams shift; the tide comes in; currents push silently
against the centerboard. Yet when it happens, the helmsperson has no need to fuss with the
tiller, as the way is clear and all is well. Just so, pastors at the tiller and congregations in the
vessel of the church cherish journeys sailing gracefully in the groove.From my experience in the
church and as a sailor, being part of a sacred community committed to a pilgrimage of loving
God and loving their neighbors as themselves feels like sailing in the groove. As the Holy Spirit’s
wind fills the billowing sail, the pastor’s alert tending of the tiller and the congregation’s
centerboard of lively faith and loving relationships balance and leverage the power of the wind



and bear the church forward as curious about God and willing to take risks for the sake of the
gospel—even to die, if it should come to that. The church remains upright despite unexpected
currents or waves. Although management theorists might call this feat a “holding environment”
that is “infused with meaning,”1 I call it “sailing in the groove.”While considering the content of
this chapter, I remembered the gifts that allowed our church to sail in the groove, even when it
felt like huge waves were pounding on the hull and spilling over the bow, pushing us far from our
hoped-for course. Although it’s been seven years since the church I served closed, several
congregational leaders spoke recently about what made for peace and hope amid the storm.
Their comments point to their love of God and their love for one another. “The Old Testament
readings were from Exodus,” said one former lay leader, “and for me and for others, that was a
great comfort. [The Israelites] were without a home, but God was still there.” She noted that the
sermons “went deep within each of us. You could tell by the silence that people were deeply
focused.” Another noted, “[Worship] was a place [where] I definitely felt called to get on my
knees. That was not the only time I could talk to the Lord, but that was an especially close way of
talking to the Lord. Sometimes it was in a pew; sometimes if nobody else was around, I would go
to the altar rail and I was just that much closer.” Bible study among these church members,
which continues today in a bagel store they dubbed St. Bagels, is described by one participant
as “probably as close as I can think of to what it must have been like to be Jewish in the Old
Testament, because we would kind of discuss and argue over certain things, and try to figure out
what they meant and look up the words.”As Holy Family Church faced dissolution, and as rain
outside often mirrored the tears within, these six to nine church members would gather around a
table, in the middle of which lay Scriptures appointed for the following Sunday, a Bible dictionary,
and various commentaries. “I like to play with those kinds of things, so I really liked that,” said
one participant. “I learned so much at Holy Family. Jesus was pretty much a revolutionary, and I
learned from Holy Family [that] St. Francis said, ‘Preach the gospel; use words when necessary.’”
Though they lamented the judicatory’s lack of concern for their spiritual lives (“People in the
judicatory didn’t have to use words because their actions spoke way louder than words”), the
sacred community that was Holy Family was consoled by their lively faith in God. Their love for
one another was especially revealed in one spiritual leader’s memory:The people that went to
Holy Family regularly were very, very, very welcoming. They were a small congregation and
everybody there did not necessarily agree on everything, but you never heard that disagreement
anywhere. Everybody there contributed to everything. They participated in everything. When we
had potlucks, everybody came. Everybody brought things. [When I joined the church,] I’m pretty
shy and I didn’t know most of these people, but I remember Bob walking up to me one time and
saying, “Why do you always sit in that same pew?” [I said,] “I don’t know, Bob. It seems like home
now. That’s my pew.” So, I mean, everybody in their own way made you feel a part of the
community.In the church’s final months, the judicatory asked my spiritual community to perform
an inventory of church goods to be posted on the judicatory website so other churches could
choose what items to receive. This tangible reminder of their loss was made bearable because



members did this painful work side by side while the senior warden (the lay leader of the
congregation), in honesty and love, admonished the grieving to abstain from emotionally
overtaxing work: “Don’t do anything you don’t want to do.” Nonetheless, with patient
steadfastness, the children’s choir still gathered for weekly rehearsals, the bills were paid, and
the grounds were kept neat. No one left the church early when they knew it would close. With
faithful endurance, the sacred community for whom I held the tiller managed to sail in the
groove, remaining steadily on course even in the midst of seeming crisis.This chapter describes,
through the eyes of their pastors, how closing congregations maintained a lively faith; loving,
honest relationships; curiosity about God’s call; and a willingness to take risks, which, like a
centerboard, held them on a steady course in the face of death. A church budget in the red, a
leaky roof, a broken furnace—all mean someone will have to speak the uncomfortable truth in
love. As in families at home, no one wants to be a messenger of bad news. Yet any congregation
must name, resolve, and overcome waves of unexpected challenges to fulfill their mission in the
world, even to ask and answer together questions about their pilgrimage as a sacred
community: Why are we here? Who are we? What are our gifts? What is God calling us to be
and to do?Through waves of conflict and grief, the love of God and one another sustains the
sacred community in its sailing in the groove to the destination of closure. As every pastor and
congregation is unique, no one way is best to guide a church to closure.2 However, in the face of
dissolution, a congregation with a lively faith will seek to strengthen their relationship with God
by way of spiritual disciplines such as faithful attendance at worship, Bible study, or book study;
curiosity about God’s call to the congregation and themselves; and conceding that God’s call
includes a willingness to try something new. For example, one pastor honored her
congregation’s lively participation in worship, especially when they were called to the front of the
church to profess their faith: “People started coming up for the altar call and telling stories about
healing, but really any ‘God sighting’ became part of worship as we got closer and closer to
closing, as we talked more and more about closing.” Another pastor saw that “God was
continuing to bless [the church members], even in their struggles and in who they were. God’s
not left them behind or anything and God’s not abandoned them, but in fact God is truly in their
midst. It was God present in struggle and closure.”Some pastors in closing churches speak with
joy about their members’ pursuit of Scripture and spiritual books. One pastor in a congregation
of six to eight was a spiritual director, so they participated in spiritual formation every Sunday:
“We talked about where we saw the activity of God. The prayers were so fervent. Instead of
preaching, I finally figured out after a couple of months that preaching was ridiculous, so we did
Bible study.” Another pastor admired the eagerness of the faithful adult Sunday school class who
read What’s So Amazing about Grace? by Philip Yancey: “The people loved it so much they
wanted to study it twice. We read it together, . . . took our time going through it. They didn’t want
just a Bible study; they wanted something like a book study.”Besides spiritual disciplines like
these that strengthen faith in watershed circumstances, curiosity about God’s call for a new
future is another sign of a lively faith. A willingness to try something new was apparent in



churches that had formed visions of a new mission before their last pastor arrived. For example,
one church had researched the surrounding city, which was transforming from a predominantly
European-immigrant community to a Middle Eastern–immigrant community. They decided to find
a pastor in the new community who could build a congregation that would eventually assume
responsibility for the building. They told the incoming pastor, “We only have this much money.
We’ve got about two or three years left. We could hire you. It would have to be part-time. This is
all we can offer. Our mission is basically to create this [cultural] mission.” The two cultural groups
worshiped together and apart as the Middle Eastern congregation grew and the European
congregation supported them before eventually closing. Both congregations maintained an
enlightening, hope-filled experience in the groove until the end of their shared journey.In another
church, whose members were reluctant to absorb others in their rapidly changing community, a
young Nigerian man joined; he was a new immigrant and very poor. Despite the ethnic and
economic-class gap, the majority white, affluent congregation welcomed him. The pastor
recounted:After his dad died unexpectedly back in Nigeria—how crushing is that?—Amahl
invited me to a wake at his apartment. I invited the church, and amazingly, some of these elderly
white people went with me, and they did really well in an environment very different than their
usual one. They talked about it for months after, what it was like to be at this Nigerian wake. They
were all a Christian community; they all came from these different churches, and they got to see
that the gospel was so much bigger than this white, mainline thing.These openhearted, open-
minded church members had a lively faith that empowered them to embark courageously on a
spiritual journey on a mission to an unknown destination in the midst of threatening seas.In
churches disbanding with peace and hope—that is, sailing in the groove (unlike those described
in chapter 6 that are wracked by conflict)—the pastors I interviewed witnessed to their
congregations’ loving and honest relationships. They recounted how members of the sacred
community shared burdens of ministry even when complicated by loss and grief. They testified
that members of the congregation accepted responsibility for their emotions and actions. Finally,
they were grateful when laity showed respect for one another and the pastor in other ways.For
the pastors in this study, loving one’s neighbor often means, first, that the congregation and
pastor collaborate in the work of ministry. One pastor founded a new church alongside an old
one, focusing on youth ministry with all its challenges, such as “policing” young people after
concerts broke up and dealing with financial deficits, even as he coped with resentment by the
traditionally organized congregation. In the midst of turmoil in his new church and tension with
the established congregation, the pastor valued the church’s laypeople: “Those of us who
worked together in this ministry, while at times it felt like we were carrying enormous burdens, we
carried each other’s burdens, through that whole process of being vulnerable, you know, and
being dependent on each other.” He noted, “The model of sharing the burdens and the blessings
of ministry becomes a dynamic that deepens your relationships. I mean, I still have wonderful
relationships with those I worked with. We shared a history that was the best of times and the
worst of times.”Another mark of loving relationships in these churches studied was that often



they took on the burden of responsibility for bringing everyone to the table and made an extra
effort to keep them there. For example, one pastor in a closing congregation noted the
congregation’s commitment to good communication: “We tried to be aboveboard by inviting
people to be a part of the conversation. We were intentional about being good communicators.”
The congregation sought “a process of being on top of what was happening and maintaining
that transparency.”Loving one’s neighbor in crisis can be difficult when the neighbor is of a
different culture. In the church with a mission to create a Middle Eastern congregation, the
Middle Eastern and European communities brought to the church different cultural norms about
women in leadership, respect for people in the LGBT community, and food and other lifestyle
preferences. Many women in the European comunity were church leaders. By means of an
amplified grace present among church members anxious about dissolution, they came to accept
one another. “The way we got around it, we said, ‘If we’re really going to be hospitable and this is
their culture, we have to allow this. This is also their church. We don’t have to participate, but we
have to allow it.’ That was hard, but we did it.” They were able to find the groove.Finally, uniting a
lively faith in God with love of one’s neighbor, one rural congregation whose town died in a series
of floods decided to close and gift their building to another town to be used for the threshing bee
every year. The pastor described this step:I guess it’s just the faithfulness in which they did it.
They knew it was going to take $10,000 plus to move this church. We had five thousand. I said,
“Let’s try to have some fund-raisers.” They weren’t worrying about it. They weren’t obsessing
about it. I mean, the money just came. They just trusted that it would happen, and it did. There
was no wringing of hands and gnashing of teeth. Well, that’s the way I was brought up in
Scandinavia and Germany. You do things quietly and things get done. It’ll happen. God will
provide. You don’t even say “God will provide”—it’s understood. All of a sudden it was done, and
then I’m like, “What? It’s done? It’s there? OK!” [laughter].This resurrection story describes a
sacred community in crisis closing its church and then making Christ’s love present to the wider
community by moving its spiritual home to a new site for a new use. It was like Advent,
anticipating the miracle of Christ’s incarnational birth. It was a Pentecost story about the church,
inspired by the Holy Spirit to be faithful people of God, about the church’s not being a building. It
was an Epiphany story about bearing the light of Christ to others. In whatever “season” a church
closes, and whatever sort of pilgrimage of discernment takes place, a sacred community with a
lively faith comes alive when Christ’s love is boldly and courageously shared in love for one’s
neighbor. The church’s vessel catches the wind in its sails and moves in a groove forward into
new life.Another charism of congregations to which pastors testified was emotional competence
that fosters reconciliation and forward movement.3 We’ve seen that loving God and others even
while experiencing restless anxiety often ensures that a congregation’s ship sails in the groove.
However, amid the tensions of their loss, a sacred community’s emotions may flare as people
grieve differently. In my study’s survey, pastors were asked, “How skillful were members [of your
closing congregation] in communicating fear, anger, sadness, tenderness, acceptance, and
gladness?” About four in five clergy judged their congregation’s facility in expressing sadness,



anger, and fear as “adequate,” “good,” or “excellent.” Members’ ability to convey tenderness and
acceptance was “adequate” or better in about three-fourths of congregations. As one might
expect in the midst of grievous loss, expression of gladness was more elusive (56 percent
“adequate” or better).Congregations more adept in expressing their emotions were more likely to
move through denial to seize the initiative in the discernment process for closure rather than
depend on the pastor’s or judicatory’s lead. Significantly, they were more likely to have a closing
experience akin to a festival season like Christmas, Epiphany, Easter, or Pentecost. As well, the
higher a pastor judged a congregation’s emotional competence, the more respectful the
congregation seemed to the pastor, and the less stressful the pastor found it to serve the
church.Congregations in crisis can ebb, but also grow, in their emotional dexterity. When trust is
broken, as with boundary violations, for example, it is to be expected that people will withdraw
from meaningful relationships and honest, loving communication. One congregation had a
history of sexual misconduct with a former pastor—a matter that had never been fully resolved.
In their faith-filled pilgrimage, the final pastor shared, “There was a growing trust. I think they
learned to trust in a new way. It was a time of healing and continued spiritual nurture and growth
on all of our parts.” This study confirms that having the capacity to share difficult emotions with
respect and compassion facilitates a congregation’s pilgrimage.4 Especially in a community
facing its church’s shutdown, healthy communication of emotions born out of lively faith
facilitates honest conversation about the state of the church. One pastor noted how her
“spiritually grounded” congregation had the capacity to share and to listen to difficult, as well as
positive, emotions:Members of this church were so spiritually grounded as a congregation, and
so prayerful about the whole process, [such as] when they realized, “Our money, where we
thought we had five or six [years’ worth], we really now have two, two and a half. What do we do?
This is the moment; we’re not going to just play out the clock. We’re going to make a prayerful
and thoughtful decision.” They came up with an initial plan [that they] called the Pathfinding
Process. We had six people called the trail guides: me and five members of the congregation,
whose sole role for several months was to research options, listen to the congregation, pray,
reflect back, pray some more, research some more options, and think, think, think. They talked
about the identity of the congregation and the love of worship, and the care for the
congregation.As the congregation demonstrated honest, loving communication centered in
respect for each member of the church, the pastor affirmed the presence of sacred community:
“[They had] the knowledge that the energy was waning, and they felt called to figure this out.”A
lively faith and emotional maturity in their relationships helped these closing congregations find
the freedom to break through denial. One congregation grew to understand the difference
between miracles and magical thinking: miracles are of God; magical thinking is, for example,
believing that wishing for the church to grow will cause it to grow. The pastor noted that in their
discernment process, the congregation listed over forty things they had done over ten years to
try to grow and save the church:They recognized that not a single activity they did grew the
church. They had that kind of capacity to say that “We had a ball, we wouldn’t change anything,



everything was great.” . . . They planned stained-glass windows, beautiful stained-glass
windows, [and] so many other things, but they also were able to say, “And we did not grow.” . . . In
the middle of meetings they would say, “That’s magical thinking.” It really just took on a life of its
own. The leadership team started to talk that way; the congregation started to talk that way. It
would put brakes on the notion that if we try harder, we’ll get ten new people. . . . There was a
constant speaking the truth in love throughout those eighteen months. More and more people
came on board as they saw senior members of the community and long-time members of the
community begin to ask questions.The congregation was able to move steadily and safely in the
groove to their Easter-like decision to close.Another congregation was willing to own their
feelings of weariness, led by a matriarch of the congregation who, one pastor reported, in a
meeting “basically said, ‘I just think we should close.’” From then on, that was the decision.
“Other people said, ‘Yeah, this is the way we could be doing this, but we don’t have the energy.
We just need to go elsewhere and give our time and our talents to another church that maybe is
going to thrive.’”Taking responsibility for one’s own emotions leads to respect for others with
different emotions, including feelings of denial. I found in the study that courageous lay leaders
respecting the fact that people grieve differently often ease the burden on the pastor and allow
the community to stay focused. One pastor whose church was moved said, “It was probably the
middle-agers or the fifty-year-olds that were the leaders. They admitted they didn’t want to lose
the building but realized, ‘There’s just not enough of us.’” The pastor observed the leaders of the
church talking with the seventy- and eighty-year-olds to decide: “We could wait a few more years
and we still have people, enough people to come to church. [But] if we wait five years, then we
won’t have any money in the bank.” With lay leaders’ support in insisting on taking time to
respect the different paces with which members would accept the truth and grieve, the church
held steadily to its course—in the groove.
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JFDuggan, “Compelling narrative not to be missed. For so many reasons, The Last Pastor is an
important book not to be missed! While the author addresses churches in decline that have
closed their doors, the book's importance is far broader in its reach due to the way it was
written.The author took on a topic that few in the institutional church wish to engage and most
deny its reality. She addresses the decline of institutional churches, and the pastors that have
had the responsibility to close these congregations. She does so with extraordinary care, grace,
and eloquence or in her words, she has developed the spiritual gift "to speak the uncomfortable
truth in love." And for Christian readers, the author does so in a way that is a testament to the
best of resurrection theology. While there are many dogmatic and doctrinal treatises on
resurrection theology, this book brings resurrection alive through change and death of these
congregations. The book is not a funeral or dirge, but a testament to her faith, and the faith of the
pastors she interviewed. As a pastor who has closed two churches, I can attest to the way the
author takes on this most difficult task in a way that every entity albeit judicatory, members of the
congregation, or clergy have a role and receives grace. I never detected judgment throughout
her narrative. There are many insights she offers on how to enhance a difficult process but she
does not offer these insights at the shame of any one she mentions.While the author is a trained
sociologist, her book is not like any other social science text I have ever read as she tells a story
and weaves a narrative that is as compelling as any bestseller novel to read. The narrative is
framed in her seafaring passions, as a sailor who is intimately familiar with rapid currents, quick
changes of wind direction, and the ability to navigate as a team. In this way she offers a model
for the way other sociologists might engage their complex topics and research questions with
the integrity of their professional competence in a way that is also very accessible and enjoyable
to the reader. Closing a church is perhaps one of the most difficult ministries a clergy person can
take on these days, but the author does so in a way that she retains some of her holy innocence.
She begins her chapter on "grief and vulnerability" recalling one Easter morning at her small
church, "children running around in their Sunday best, the scent of Easter lilies, a new family
bringing their infant daughter for baptism, and youth singing a heart-warming anthem." And yet a
few sentences later she readily admits that "closing a congregation is a daunting task, even for
those prepared to do it." I truly marveled at the author's ability to remember and cherish the
innocence of the congregation's faith life, and at the very same time to attend to the challenges
at hand. The author offers a means by which other congregational and judicatory leaders may
walk the same journey without compromising their faith or their passion for congregational
ministry. She walks a tightrope between her profound empathy for those closing churches, and
her realistic understanding of the challenges of the task. The book could have easily been one of
despair and anger but rather it is a treasure trove of grace abundant in some of the most difficult
and challenging congregational circumstances facing churches these days. As if the author's
task was not already challenging enough, in her last chapter she dismisses one of the most



prevalent myths, that clergy and judicatories close congregations. The author writes, "The good
news is that despite profound grief, decisions to close are more often made by faith-filled,
courageous congregations and lay leaders than initiated by clergy or the judicatory." The
author's task was to better understand the impact on the spiritual life of the pastor in closing a
church. I believe she not only accomplishes this task but also provides encouragement to lay
members, clergy leaders, and judicatories to face these challenges in the future with
courage. The author describes a challenging, congregational storm but at the very same time
she offers assurance of grace and abundant love and growth received by one's willingness to
embark on the journey. Throughout the Gospels we hear Jesus say, "Be not afraid." The Last
Pastor's most profound message to churches as they continue to change and close some
congregations is "Be not afraid."”

Pastor Liz, “Yes, You Need This Book!. If your church has closing as one of the many options in
front of it, you need this book. Closing a church can feel like a failure, but it is not. Gail lays out
the myriad of ways this process can lead to depression, frustration, angst, but also hope for
pastors engaged in the work.Using the metaphor of sailing, this book explores how other
pastors have dealt with the experience of closing a church. It feels good to find out you fit firmly
within the norms of reactions. At the same time she helps us to see the theological
underpinnings to this important work.”

The book by Gail Cafferata has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 18 people have provided feedback.
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